Abstract: Transitional metal carbides comprise a class of high and ultrahigh melting temperature materials with tremendous thermo-mechanical property potential. Depending on temperature and phase type, brittle behavior to significant plasticity responses can be observed. By tailoring the phase fraction within each carbide, opportunities for benchmark improvements in thermo-mechanical performance can be achieved through microstructural engineering. This seminar will address the underlying phase stability behavior in these carbides and how crystallography controls microstructure and deformation mechanisms. In particular, a first principle ab initio investigation will be discussed that revealed a competition between vacancy-ordered and fault forming phases in the group VB metal carbides, with the latter phases becoming more favorable with decreasing carbon content. This competition is less favorable in the group IVB metal carbides due to their inability to yield a stable intrinsic stacking fault on the close packed planes. The consequences of these phases (and the intrinsic stacking fault) on the deformation slip systems is discussed in terms of the mix metal-carbon and metal-metal bonding environments in the unit cells. The computational results are connected to experimental dynamical electron diffraction experiments to validate and verify the deformation mechanisms and energy hierarchy of such slip behavior.
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